
Building a Customer-Centric Future
How WaFd Disrupted Its Operations to Drive Better Outcomes and 
Satisfaction for Consumers

Case Study

The Challenge The Solution

Founded in 1917, WaFd Bank is among America’s strongest financial institutions, with one of the highest capital ratios among the nation’s 
largest publicly traded banks. Headquartered in the Pacific Northwest, WaFd has over 2,100 employees, 200 branches, and $19 billion in 
assets across eight states. It is a full-service bank that offers two primary lines of business: consumer banking and commercial banking. 
WaFd is also known for its strong capital levels, high-quality assets, and robust loss reserves.

Like many other mid-size financial institutions, WaFd Bank was 
frustrated with limitations tied to using “out of the box” solutions 
from its technology vendors and wanted more control over its 
own future. The bank was unable to innovate in the ways — and 
at the pace — it wanted, which inhibited its ability to meet the 
ever-evolving needs of its customers. 
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WaFd Bank consulted with MX and embarked on a middleware 
project called a “Path to Freedom” to modernize its banking 
infrastructure and embrace various API integrations to power a 
new, data-driven online experience.
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One of the Achilles heels of banking is we’re too darn conservative. 
We’re afraid to take risks. It’s that mindset shift that goes with the 
path to freedom. You’re free to try things — and you’re free to fail. 
Ultimately, it’s a shift in mindset. But you have to have it if you want 
to deliver a product to your client that wows them.

Brent Beardall
President and CEO, WaFd Bank

WaFd made it a priority to invest in cutting-edge fintech solutions — tapping into the full suite of MX products and creating its own 
innovation lab that is now Archway Software, an independent SaaS company. 

“My very first meeting with MX, I asked them to fly everyone up to Seattle and we called it Nerd Fest,” said Dustin Hubbard, Founder 
and President, Archway Software. “It was three days of being locked in a room and whiteboarding out the architecture that we’d 
ultimately go on to build. And MX being MX, they actually showed up with Nerd Fest T-shirts that I still have. They’re awesome! So that’s 
kind of where the relationship started.”

At the time this journey began, WaFd was one of the nation’s top six banks when it comes to shareholder return and saw consistent, 
steady market growth. However, the bank was keenly aware that any big changes could put that success at risk — while doing nothing 
was likely an even bigger risk. 

“We were pleased with our track record,” Beardall says. “But that also scared me to death because it’s easy to get complacent. It’s human 
nature to be conservative and not want to mess up a really good thing. But that’s a real risk today — that we just fall in love with who we 
were in the past and fail to innovate and be proactive in meeting our customers’ current needs.”

To distinguish itself and deliver a better money experience for consumers today and tomorrow, the bank knew it had to innovate and 
offer something better. Beardall admits developing an entire independent SaaS company to equip themselves for the future was a bold 
move, but that decision coupled with the collaborative nature of its partnership with MX, paid off in full for WaFd and its customers. Now 
unencumbered by long-term contracts with slow-moving vendors, WaFd can control its data, own its middleware, and be more selective 
about what vendors it uses. This hard-won freedom — to innovate and build on its own terms — is at the heart of WaFd’s journey.

From Nerd Fest to Improving NPS



With Account 
Aggregation, WaFd 

is able to see the full 
financial picture of its

external accounts

I love the fact that within MX, we’re able to show real-time balance 
sheets. If you want to help someone financially, you need to 
understand where they’re at. Having that real-time understanding of 
where you’re at, to me, just spoke volumes about what MX is about 
and what they want to do.

Brent Beardall
President and CEO, WaFd Bank
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Another key element of WaFd’s journey is its flexibility to partner with forward-thinking fintechs to provide its customers with leading 
technological solutions. The relationship between WaFd and MX is one example. WaFd purchased MX’s full suite of products, including 
Financial Insights, which provides smart, AI-powered insights to help users increase its financial strength.

Partnering with MX gave WaFd access to tools that help it uncover important financial health insights within its data. For instance, MX 
allowed the bank to see that roughly 44% of its clients using MX’s money management tools were classified as “financially vulnerable.” 

And, with account aggregation powered by MX, WaFd is able to gain a deeper understanding of its customers’ full financial picture with 
visibility into more than 6,500 external accounts that its customers have connected to the WaFd banking experience. 

“MX aggregated accounts — this is a huge miss I’ve seen with banks where the client is connecting their accounts on their banks. As a 
client, I can see all of my accounts but the banks weren’t really doing anything meaningful with that information,” said Hubbard.

With these insights, WaFd can better target and reach specific customer segments with the right products and services that can 
empower them to strengthen their financial health. Consumers are also able to see a more comprehensive view of their finances in one 
place, enabling a better end-user experience in managing their day-to-day finances. 

of WaFd clients 
using MX’s money 
Management tools 
were “Financially 

vulnerable”

44%

6,500
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Key Benefits

consumers with 
access to MX money 
management tools

increase in deposit 
balances for consumers 
who leverage MX tools

aggregated external 
accounts

annual fee and interest 
revenue returns from 
engaged consumers

Significant improvement 
to customer satisfaction 

with an NPS of 57

In fact, WaFd consumers who engage with MX’s tools have a significantly higher median deposit balance ($6,500) than those who don’t 
use them at all ($4,500). Those who are engaged with MX tools have also led to higher returns for the bank. This is a strong indicator 
that investing in an experience that supports financial health pays dividends in loyalty and wallet share.

As a result of WaFd Bank’s focus on innovation and leveraging data to drive value for consumers, customer satisfaction has soared. 
Since this journey began, the company’s Net Promoter Score has increased exponentially, achieving a current score of 57 — significantly 
higher than the industry average (24) for banks. 

“I’m a big believer in Net Promoter Score. Five years ago, WaFd was at 17. This last year, we’re up to a 57 Net Promoter Score,” said 
Beardall. “That is phenomenal. And, we’re just scratching the surface of what we can do with technology now.”
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About MX Mobile 
MX offers a fully-featured digital banking platform that 
empowers financial institutions and fintechs to deliver data-
driven, contextual, and personalized experiences.

Learn More
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Ready to Get Started?
Learn how MX solutions can improve your digital offering.

Request Demo

About MX Aggregation
MX’s account aggregation solutions enable consumers to 
easily connect and view all of their financial accounts in 
one place — and give financial providers full visibility into 
consumer financial data to better meet their needs.

Learn More

About MX Financial Insights 
MX delivers embedded insights supported by artificial 
intelligence and machine learning to protect, inform, and 
guide consumers with personalized guidance, offers, and 
recommendations based on behaviors and financial data.

Learn More

About MX Data Enhancement 
MX offers a comprehensive suite of data enhancement 
services to deliver enhanced, verified financial data 
to improve money experiences, drive new growth 
opportunities, enhance decision making, and make better 
use of time and resources.

Learn More

https://www.mx.com/products/mobile-banking/
https://www.mx.com/request-demo/
https://www.mx.com/products/account-aggregation/
https://www.mx.com/products/financial-insights/
https://www.mx.com/products/data-enhancement/

